
SUMMARY: A player injured in an adult “no-check”
hockey league could recover from the player who allegedly
injured him if the agreed facts of the case supported the
allegation that the conduct causing the injury was
“reckless”. The Superior Court of Pennsylvania decided
Archibald v. Kemble on April 23, 2009.

BACKGROUND: In June 2003, Robert Archibald and
Cody Kemble participated in an adult “no-check” ice
hockey league. Playing for different teams, the two met in
a hotly contested game leading into the season’s playoffs.
During the game, Archibald took the puck toward a
corner, with Kemble in pursuit.

When Kemble came alongside him, Kemble struck
Archibald’s left skate with his right skate, unsettling
Archibald and causing him to lose control. Archibald
slammed into the boards with enough force to shatter his
femur. He had to have his upper leg reconstructed with
metal rods and other hardware. Archibald can no longer
play hockey or jog. He asserted that his knee is stiff, that
he suffered scarring, required multiple surgeries and
experienced infection in the injured area.

Archibald sued Kemble for injuring him. Kemble
filed a motion for summary judgment and the trial court
dismissed the case. Archibald appealed to the
Pennsylvania Superior Court.

ANALYSIS: Injury is an inherent risk in many sports,
where human bodies pushed to their limits encounter the
strains of physical forces, as well as collisions with the
ground, other athletes, or objects like hurdles, pucks, balls,
goals posts or other pieces of sporting equipment. The risk
of injury often increases with the level of competition as
athletes run faster, throw, hit, shoot or kick harder and
collide with greater impact.

Courts are cautious in their sports-case rulings to
avoid decisions likely to punish competitive behavior and
thereby take some the passion and excitement out of
sports. At the same time, courts and sports leagues
themselves acknowledge that there are limits as to what
should be allowed on the athletic field. Signing up for
sports is not a complete waiver of all right to be free of
outlandish cheap shots or acts deliberately executed for

the purpose of causing serious injury.

The question in this case is the proper standard of
care under which to review a claim of injury in a “no-
check” hockey league in Pennsylvania. The court looked at
three standards: negligence, recklessness and intentional
conduct. Were negligence the standard, a plaintiff could
win a sports-based injury claim by showing that the
defendant had a duty to look out for his safety, breached
that duty and caused the plaintiff to be injured.
Recklessness is a higher standard. To prevail under this
standard, a plaintiff would have to show that the
defendant intentionally committed an act that he knew or
should have known had a strong probability of causing
injury. The intentional conduct standard would create the
biggest hurdle for a plaintiff, who would have to show
that the defendant intended the act and knew or should
have known that undertaking it would create a substantial
certainty of hurting the plaintiff.

The trial court had held that Archibald would
have to show that Kemble acted recklessly or intentionally
and that Archibald’s complaint failed to allege
recklessness. Without alleging recklessness, the complaint
made only a negligence claim, a standard too low for a
sports injury.

The appeals (superior) court first distinguished
between reckless and intentional conduct, ruling that
recklessness was the proper standard for a no-check
hockey league. Then, the court held that Archibald’s
discovery (requests for evidence from Kemble regarding
the facts of the lawsuit) did raise recklessness and that that
was sufficient to withstand summary judgment. The court
reversed the grant of summary judgment in Kemble’s
favor. The case will now go to trial, where Archibald must
prove that Kemble acted recklessly in violation of league
rules and thereby injured him.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By
Judge Cleland): “After thorough review of the law of
other jurisdictions, we hold that a hockey player must
have engaged in reckless conduct to be subject to liability
for injuries received by another player in a no-check
league. The trial court determined recklessness or
intentional conduct must be shown.

Adult Hockey Player Could Be Sued if Reckless
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“Any analysis must begin with the recognition

that ‘reckless’ and ‘intentional’ conduct are not
synonymous. The Restatement (Second) of Torts explains
the distinction:

Reckless misconduct differs from
intentional wrongdoing in a very
important particular. While an act to be
reckless must be intended by the actor,
the actor does not intend to cause the
harm which results from it. It is enough
that he realizes or, from the facts which
he knows, should realize that there is a
strong probability that harm may result,
even though he hopes or even expects
that his conduct will prove harmless.
However, a strong probability is a
different thing from the substantial
certainty [required to demonstrate that a
person intends] the harm in which his act
results.

“Several other jurisdictions have applied the
standard of recklessness in factually similar sports
situations. Of those jurisdictions that have decided cases
of this nature, a majority apply the standard of
recklessness. Vigorous participation in athletic
competition is a public policy to be encouraged. ‘Fear of
civil liability stemming from negligent acts occurring in
an athletic event could curtail the proper fervor with
which the game should be played.’

“However, we also recognize that organized,
athletic competition does not exist in a vacuum. Where,
as in the present case, the participants are engaged in an
adult competition governed by a set of rules, and when
the participants know or should know the rules and
understand the rules serve to protect the participants,
then each player has a duty to the next to comply with
those rules. ‘A reckless disregard for the safety of other
players cannot be excused.’

“If simple negligence were to be adopted as the
standard of care, every punter with whom contact is
made, every midfielder high sticked, every basketball
player fouled, every batter struck by a pitch, and every
hockey player tripped would have ingredients for a lawsuit
if injury resulted.

“The majority of jurisdictions that have dealt with
this issue have adopted the Restatement’s standard for
recklessness and we do so as well under the facts of this
case. The Restatement provides:

The actor’s conduct is in reckless disregard
of the safety of another if he does an act
or intentionally fails to do an act which it
is his duty to the other to do, knowing or

having reason to know of facts which
would lead a reasonable man to realize,
not only that his conduct creates an
unreasonable risk of physical harm to
another, but also that such risk is
substantially greater than that which is
necessary to make his conduct negligent.

“Recklessness, or willfulness, or wantonness refers
to a degree of care [widely respected torts scholar William
Prosser] describes as ‘aggravated negligence.’ Nevertheless,
‘[t]hey apply to conduct which is still, at essence,
negligent, rather than actually intended to do harm, but
which is so far from a proper state of mind that it is to be
treated in many respects as if it were so intended.’ In this
case, even though we hold Archibald must prove Kemble
acted recklessly, the cause of action remains sounding in
negligence. Therefore, merely determining the degree of
care is recklessness does not give rise to a separate tort that
must have been pled within the applicable statute of
limitations. The trial judge was correct in ruling the
degree of care is recklessness. He erred in concluding that
Archibalds’ cause of action was not subsumed within the
negligence count pled in their Complaint.

“Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 1019(b)
provides: ‘Malice, intent, knowledge, and other conditions
of the mind may be averred generally.’ An example of a
condition of the mind that may be averred generally is
wanton conduct. Because recklessness is also known as
‘wanton and willful misconduct,’ ‘recklessness’ is a
condition of the mind that may be averred generally.

“In acknowledging the burden is recklessness,
Archibalds’ Complaint is not being changed at all let
alone being changed to add new facts or new parties.
Kemble suffers no prejudice because he is already aware of
the facts. The heightened burden from simple negligence
to recklessness hinders Archibald, not Kemble. Lastly,
Kemble is not prejudiced considering in his Answer and
New Matter Kemble provided: ‘Mr. Kemble was not
negligent, reckless or careless with respect to any conduct
regarding the injuries and damages alleged by Plaintiffs.’

“Factors to be considered in determining whether
a player’s conduct was reckless and gives rise to liability
include: The specific game involved, the ages and physical
attributes of the participants, their respective skills at the
game and their knowledge of its rules and customs, their
status as amateurs or professionals, the type of risks which
inhere in the game and those which are outside the realm
of reasonable anticipation, the presence or absence of
protective uniforms or equipment, the degree of zest with
which the game is being played, and doubtless others.”
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
Archibald v. Kemble

1. Where did Archibald encounter Kemble?

2. What happened, according to Archibald?

3. What happened at the trial court level in this case?

At the trial court level, this case was dismissed following a procedural motion called a “motion for summary
judgment”. Trial is a time consuming and expensive process, which the parties would rather avoid if possible. A
common means to try to avert trial is a “dispositive motion,” one that asks the court to decide or dismiss the case
based on the nature of the dispute’s particular circumstances. A motion for summary judgment is appropriate where
the facts of the case are not in dispute and, under the facts as alleged, one party is entitled to win according to
established law. Kemble’s motion asserted that Archibald’s civil complaint failed to allege recklessness. The trial court
found that this was the case and ruled that dismissal was therefore appropriate. The appeals court disagreed, finding
that Archibald had pled all of the required elements of his claim—recklessness, duty, breach, causation and damages.
Summary judgment was therefore improper and the case could go to trial.

The substantive issue in the case is more interesting than the procedure. What standard of care do opponents
owe to each other in sporting competitions?

In this case, the court ruled that Kemble could be liable to Archibald in a “no-check” hockey league if he was
reckless in his play. Negligence was not enough. If Kemble was merely negligent in his play, he would not be liable to
Archibald for the resulting injuries. However, if he was reckless, or worse, intentional, he could be liable. Obviously,
the level of competition and the established rules determine the standard of care to be applied. This was a “no check”
hockey league. If this were an NHL hockey game, some sort of obvious intentional act would have been required to
find liability. Something like an intentional slash with the stick would have been required for liability to be imposed.
What about a fight in a professional hockey game? Should liability attach? What about a college or high school
hockey game where fighting is against the rules? Should liability attach if injuries result from a fight?

In football, sacking the quarterback is a desirable strategy in football, ending the down and often imposing a
loss of field position on the offense. If you played defense on a football team, would you hesitate to sack a quarterback
after this decision? Does it make tackling a legal wrong? Does a defender who says “I’m going to crush you” to a
running back open himself up to liability? What if he makes a hard tackle afterward? Is the tackle illegal and is his
statement evidence to prove his illegal intent? Does it matter what level of football you are playing? What if it was a
flag football game? Could you be liable for making a tackle?

If a boxer steps into the ring intending to knock out his opponent, and does, can his opponent sue? What if
the knocked-out fighter gets a concussion? What if he dies as the result of head trauma sustained in the fight? If a
doctor found out that it was the cumulative effects of many punches over the years that killed the fighter, could his
family sue all his opponents?

What about baseball? That’s not necessarily a contact sport. But contact does occur in base running and
batters are sometimes hit by pitches. What standard applies here?

What about other scenarios and other contact sports? Should we allow lawsuits in any contact sports? Could
coaches ever be liable for instilling an overly aggressive style of play in their players?

Can leagues do anything to limit lawsuits? If you wanted to start a club sport at your school that had some
physical contact, how would you address this issue?

Are we too sue happy in this country? Does Archibald share any of the blame for his injury? If Kemble had
also gotten hurt in their encounter, would that help or hurt Archibald’s claim? Can each man recover against the other
in a lawsuit?

How should the courts deal with these issues? Are negligence, recklessness and intentional acts the proper
measures?
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SUMMARY: Former Attorney General John Ashcroft
violated the constitutional rights of an American citizen
arrested and detained without probable cause under the
material witness statute in the wake of the 9/11 attacks.
The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
decided Al-Kidd v. Ashcroft on September 4, 2009.

BACKGROUND: Abdullah Al-Kidd was born Lavoni T.
Kidd in Wichita, Kansas. He was a star running back for
the University of Idaho’s football team. While in college,
Kidd converted to Islam and changed his name. He
settled in Idaho. In 2002, following the 9/11 World Trade
Center attacks, FBI agents included Al-Kidd and his then-
wife among their surveillance of the many individuals
they deemed supportive of Arab and Muslim causes. They
had no evidence that Al-Kidd had been involved in any
illegal activities.

In 2003, Al-Kidd planned to fly to Saudi Arabia to
study Arabic and Islamic law on a scholarship he had
been awarded at a Saudi university. He had purchased a
round trip plane ticket to that country for $1700. Before
he departed, a federal grand jury indicted a man named
Sami Omar Al-Hussayen for visa fraud and making false
statements to U.S. officials. The Idaho U.S. Attorney’s
Office then submitted an application to a magistrate
judge in Idaho seeking to arrest Al-Kidd as a material
witness in Al-Hussayen’s trial. Supporting the application
was an affidavit from FBI agent Scott Mace. Mace’s
affidavit alleged that Al-Kidd had received “in excess of
$20,000 from Al-Hussayen” and that he had also met Al-
Hussayen’s associates after returning from a trip to
Yemen. The affidavit contained evidence that Al-Kidd had
had contacts with the Islamic Assembly of North
America, whose website Al-Hussayen had set up at the
University of Idaho. One member of the assembly, the
affidavit stated, had been arrested in New York. Mace also
stated in his affidavit that Al-Kidd was departing for Saudi
Arabia on a one-way ticket costing $5,000 and that the
FBI believed they could not secure his presence by
subpoena to testify in the Al-Hussayen trial if he
departed. Because of Al-Kidd’s contacts with Al-Hussayen,
the affidavit stated, the FBI believed Al-Kidd held
information crucial to Al-Hussayen’s prosecution. Mace’s
affidavit did not mention that Al-Kidd was a U.S. citizen
and was the son, spouse and father of U.S. citizens.

The magistrate judge issued the warrant the same
day, pursuant to which Al-Kidd was arrested by federal
authorities at an airline ticket counter in Washington,
D.C. He was handcuffed, taken to the airport’s police
substation, and interrogated. Then he was detained for
sixteen days in Virginia’s Alexandria Detention Center,
the Oklahoma Federal Transfer Center, and the Ada
County, Idaho, jail. He was strip-searched numerous

times and confined in each facility’s high-security unit.
During transfers, he was handcuffed and shackled on his
wrists, legs and waist. Authorities let him out of his cell
only one to two hours a day and kept the lights on 24
hours a day.

Al-Kidd petitioned the court to be released from
confinement, and was, subject to limitations on his
residence and travel. He was required to report to a
probation officer, was subjected to home visits, had to
surrender his international travel documents and was
confined to four states within the U.S. He lost his job
after failing a security clearance as a result of the arrest
and confinement. The stresses created by the
government’s actions against him led to Al-Kidd’s
separation from his wife. He was never charged with a
crime and the government did not call him as a witness
in the Al-Hussayen trial or any other proceeding.

In March 2005, Al-Kidd sued Attorney General
John Ashcroft, Mace and another FBI agent named in the
affidavit, and other agencies and officers involved in his
arrest and confinement. He sought money damages for
his personal losses, which he alleged were perpetrated in
violation of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments and the
federal material witness statute. Ashcroft moved to
dismiss the suit. The district court denied the motion and
Ashcroft appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

ANALYSIS: Ashcroft asserted that his actions were
protected by absolute immunity as a prosecutor. In the
alternative, he argued he was protected by qualified
immunity as a public official acting in the course of his
duties. Because he was immune from suit under one or
the other theory, Al-Kidd’s case against him must be
dismissed.

Al-Kidd attacked the prosecutorial immunity
defense by arguing that Ashcroft did not arrest, detain
and interrogate Al-Kidd as a prosecutor, seeking
information about criminal suspect Al-Hussayen, against
whom Al-Kidd was allegedly a material witness. Rather,
Ashcroft seized Al-Kidd for investigatory purposes to try
to link Al-Kidd himself to criminal activities. Where the
purpose of the seizure is investigative, rather than
prosecutorial, Al-Kidd argued, the government official is
protected only by qualified and not absolute immunity
according to Supreme Court precedent. A majority of the
court agreed that the government’s conduct toward Al-
Kidd, and statements Ashcroft and his subordinates made
at the time, supported the position that Al-Kidd was,
himself, being investigated for criminal conduct.

Concluding that absolute immunity did not
apply, the court next examined whether Ashcroft had
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qualified immunity from suit. This doctrine protects a
government official—and prevents endless litigation from
interfering with governmental function where the
conduct, even if inconvenient, is nonetheless
constitutional. Qualified immunity does not apply,
however, when a plaintiff shows that a government act
against him violates a constitutional right that the
defendant knew or should have known was clearly
established at the time. The majority held that the history
of the Fourth Amendment, and at least one district court
case, made clear that using the material witness statute to
arrest and detain a person against whom there was no
probable cause of criminal activity for the purpose of
finding evidence of crime against that person, was clearly
unconstitutional at the time. Ashcroft was therefore not
immune from suit and Al-Kidd’s claim could proceed.

One judge dissented. The dissent opined that
where Al-Kidd’s arrest was supported by an affidavit
submitted to a neutral magistrate, it was improper—and
impractical—for a court to guess at any ulterior motives a
prosecutor may allegedly have in securing the warrant.
The material witness statute does not require probable
cause that the witness has committed a crime. Where he
is seized as a witness who might otherwise be unavailable,
and not as a criminal, Al-Kidd is not protected by the
Fourth Amendment. Ashcroft was therefore immune from
suit, either as a prosecutor or through qualified immunity
because there was no constitutional violation.

EXCERPTS FROM THE MAJORITY OPINION (By
Judge Smith): “Al-Kidd does not contest that absolute
immunity ordinarily attaches to the decision to seek a
material witness warrant. He contends, rather, that in his
case, the decision to arrest was an act in furtherance of an
investigative or national security (rather than a
prosecutorial) function, for which the Attorney General
may claim only qualified immunity. That is, al-Kidd
claims he was arrested not in order to secure his
testimony at Al-Hussayen’s trial, but in order to detain,
interrogate, and gather evidence against him, in
particular. . . . [W]hen a prosecutor seeks a material
witness warrant in order to investigate or preemptively
detain a suspect, rather than to secure his testimony at
another’s trial, the prosecutor is entitled at most to
qualified, rather than absolute, immunity.

“What we do hold is that probable cause— including
individualized suspicion of criminal wrongdoing— is required
when [the material witness statute] is not being used for its
stated purpose, but instead for the purpose of criminal
investigation.

“All seizures of criminal suspects require probable
cause of criminal activity. To use a material witness
statute pretextually, in order to investigate or
preemptively detain suspects without probable cause, is to
violate the Fourth Amendment.”

EXCERPTS FROM THE DISSENT (By Judge Bea):
“Al-Kidd contends that even if the material witness
warrant on which he was detained was objectively valid
and supported by probable cause, the prosecutor’s
subjective intention to use the material witness warrant
to accomplish other, law-enforcement objectives renders
the government’s conduct unconstitutional.

“It is really quite simple. If you are engaged in
conduct that justifies your detention, you must
put up with that detention, even if the officer
who detained you did so out of some secret—and
constitutionally insufficient—motive.

“There is good reason to eschew inquiry into the
subjective motivations of individual officers. First, such
an approach provides ‘arbitrarily variable’ protection to
individual rights. If the subjective intentions of the
arresting officers are the touchstone of constitutional
analysis, courts may reach divergent results about
searches and seizures that are utterly indistinguishable in
the eyes of the person whose rights are at stake. Second,
the inquiry into subjective intentions is impossibly
difficult, expensive, and prone to error.

“The justification for the use of material witness
warrants is the need to assure the proper functioning of
the judicial system; this interest is divorced from the
government’s general interest in crime control and is
sufficient, al-Kidd concedes, to justify an arrest.”
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
Al-Kidd v. Ashcroft

1. Who is Abdullah Al-Kidd? Is that his given name?

2. What are his citizenship, residence and religion?

3. Why did the government arrest him?

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides: “The right of the people to be secure in
their persons . . . against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized.”

Persons lawfully taken into custody under the material witness statute are not themselves criminal suspects;
a warrant is issued for their seizure. The majority agreed with Al-Kidd that where he was being held and investigated
as a criminal, the government needed probable cause to believe he had committed a crime to escape a Fourth
Amendment violation. Ashcroft had no such probable cause and therefore violated Al-Kidd’s rights. The dissent
reasoned that the majority could reach this conclusion only by second-guessing the government’s motivation for
detaining material witnesses. That process was itself improper for the court to undertake.

Did the majority, or the dissent, have the best approach to this case for public safety? Which side had the
best approach for individual rights? Whose reasoning do you agree with?

The government asserted that the Islamic Assembly of North America was a radical Islamic organization
aimed at spreading the Islamic faith and attacking, with violence and terrorism if necessary, those who would
suppress it. Al-Hussayen was a programmer for this website at Al-Kidd’s university and the government asserted that
Al-Hussayen had given $20,000 to Al-Kidd before he was scheduled to fly to Saudi Arabia. Is this an adequate
connection to hold Al-Kidd as a suspect in Al-Hussayen’s trial? Is there any other relevant information on this issue?

In addition to requiring the government to show that a witness has valuable information, the material
witness statute requires that the government show that it may not be able to secure the witness for testimony merely
through a subpoena. Did the government meet these criteria with Al-Kidd?

Pretend that you are Al-Kidd’s attorney. How would you describe what happened to him in the most
favorable light (indicating his innocence of wrongdoing)? Pretend you are a government official charged with
preventing acts of terrorism. How might you describe the information the government had about Al-Kidd in the
light most favorable to the government (i.e., to show it had good reason to detain him)?

Which goal is more important: preventing individuals, particularly U.S. citizens, from being wrongfully
arrested and detained, or stopping people about whom the government has any reason to suspect links to terrorism?
Does our legal system provide good tools for balancing these objectives?

It is unknown how many U.S. citizens may have been picked up on material witness warrants in the wake of
9/11. There may be a large number of other unknown individuals who are in the same position as Al-Kidd. Given
this holding, there may be more lawsuits filed against the Attorney General. What are the benefits of allowing
people in this situation to sue the Attorney General? What are the negative repercussions?

Do you think that constitutional rights should be suspended during times of national crisis like the 9/11
attacks? Do you think that constitutional rights should survive any circumstance? (It is interesting to note that the
oath of office for the President of the United States requires president to “preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution”. It does not say that he or she must preserve, protect or defend anything else.)
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SUMMARY: A shooting victim’s statement identifying
the man who shot him could not be used in a criminal
trial because the accused had no opportunity to cross-
examine the victim at trial. The victim had died several
hours after the shooting. The Michigan Supreme Court
decided People v. Bryant on June 10, 2009.

BACKGROUND: By April 2001, a man who lived with
his brother had been buying cocaine from their neighbor,
Richard Bryant, for three years. He would buy the cocaine
at Bryant’s back door. During that period, the man, who
became a shooting victim, traded an expensive coat to get
cocaine. The victim told his brother that he planned to get
his coat back. The brother told police that between 3 a.m.
and 3:30 a.m. on April 29, 2001, he heard gunshots. At
3:25 a.m., five police officers responded to a radio
dispatch indicating that a man had been shot.

The victim was at a gas station about six blocks
from his home. He told the officers present that “Rick”
shot him. Although he did not see Rick through the back
door, the victim said he recognized Rick’s voice. The
victim told police that Rick was about 40 years old, 5-feet,
7-inches tall and about 140 pounds. Bryant’s driver’s
license indicated that he was 30 years old, 5-feet, 10-
inches tall, and weighed 180 pounds.

An ambulance arrived but the victim died at the
hospital a few hours later. Police went from the gas station
to Bryant’s home. Outside the back door, they found the
victim’s wallet and I.D. They also found what appeared to
be blood, and a bullet, on Bryant’s back porch. Police
observed what looked to be a bullet hole through Bryant’s
back door.

At about 5:30 a.m., police searched Bryant’s home.
They found no drugs, guns or bullets in Bryant’s house,
nor did they find the victim’s jacket. Bryant’s girlfriend,
who was at his house, told police Bryant was not around
during the time in question and that she had not heard
gunshots.

A medical examiner testified that the bullet that
killed the victim had passed through something, such as a
door, before striking him. Tests of the victim’s blood and
tissue confirmed that he had had cocaine within four
hours of his death.

Bryant was arrested about a year later in California
and extradited to Michigan to stand trial for the shooting.
He was found guilty at trial and he appealed. The appeals
court affirmed the conviction and Bryant appealed to the
Michigan Supreme Court, which heard the case.

ANALYSIS: “Hearsay” is a form of evidence generally
excluded from trial because it is deemed unreliable.
Hearsay is defined as an “out-of-court” statement offered
to prove the truth of the matter asserted when the speaker
is unavailable (or can’t be found) for trial. An example of
excludable hearsay would be a statement like, “the guy in

the jacket did it,” shouted in a crowd where some people,
including one man wearing a jacket, were standing
around a stabbing victim. If the person who made the
statement can’t be found and brought into court, the
statement can’t be used at trial because there’s no way to
assess the statement’s credibility. The speaker himself
could have been the assailant.

The statements at issue in this case were made
directly to police. Relying on U.S. Supreme Court
precedent, the Michigan Supreme Court determined that
the admissibility (at trial) of such statements depends on
their purpose. The U.S. Supreme Court distinguishes
between “testimonial” and “non-testimonial” statements.
Testimonial statements are comments intended to identify
a responsible party for the purposes of a criminal
prosecution. They arise from the police’s duty to uphold
the law. Excluded from the testimonial designation are
comments made during the course of an emergency,
where the police’s primary purpose is to protect and assist
persons facing harm.

Looking at the line the U.S. Supreme Court had
drawn, the Michigan high court determined that the
victim’s statements in this case were testimonial. While
the lower state courts had held that there was an
emergency at hand, the Michigan Supreme Court
disagreed. The emergency situation in this case was the
shooting, which had occurred earlier and in a different
location. There was no further risk of gunfire at this site,
the court determined, and the police’s primary purpose
was to find out who had done this to the victim so they
could find and apprehend the shooter.

Because the victim’s statements identifying Rick as
the shooter were testimonial in nature, the prosecution
could not use them at trial once the victim died. When
that happened, Bryant lost his ability to cross-examine the
victim at trial, a right guaranteed by the Constitution’s
Confrontation Clause. Without that ability, Bryant had no
opportunity to show that the victim was mistaken in his
identification. The victim’s statement was therefore
inadmissible hearsay.

Two justices dissented. They opined that the facts
of the case were much less clear than the majority
suggested and that the victim’s circumstances when he
identified Bryant should have been called an ongoing
emergency. The exact time of the shooting was not clear
and it may have been just a few minutes before police
arrived. Likewise, the location of the shooter was not
known and the victim was just blocks, not miles, from the
site of the confrontation. The appeals court had made an
intensive and fact-specific inquiry into the circumstances
of the crime. The dissenters felt that it was wrong for the
highest court to second guess them and re-characterize
events to suit an opposite legal conclusion.

EXCERPTS FROM THE MAJORITY OPINION (By
Justice Markman): “The Confrontation Clause of the

Victim’s ID of Shooter Excluded from Trial
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Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution
guarantees a criminal defendant the right to be
confronted with the witnesses against him . . . .
Testimonial statements of witnesses absent from trial [are
admissible] only where the declarant is unavailable, and
only where the defendant has had a prior opportunity to
crossexamine.

“Whatever else the term covers, [“testimonial”]
applies at a minimum to prior testimony . . . and to police
interrogations. The [Supreme Court has defined
‘testimony’] as ‘[a] solemn declaration or affirmation made
for the purpose of establishing or proving some fact.’ An
accuser who makes a formal statement to government
officers bears testimony in a sense that a person who
makes a casual remark to an acquaintance does not. . . .
Statements taken by police officers in the course of
interrogations are . . . testimonial under even a narrow
standard. The Court stated that even if the Sixth
Amendment is not solely concerned with testimonial
hearsay, that is its primary object, and interrogations by
law enforcement officers fall squarely within that class.

“In [a case called] Davis, the Supreme Court
further expounded on the meaning of the term
testimonial hearsay statements. Statements are
nontestimonial when made in the course of police
interrogation under circumstances objectively indicating
that the primary purpose of the interrogation is to enable
police assistance to meet an ongoing emergency. On the
other hand, [t]hey are testimonial when the circumstances
objectively indicate that there is no such ongoing
emergency, and that the primary purpose of the
interrogation is to establish or prove past events
potentially relevant to later criminal prosecution. Davis
further explained that in the final analysis [it is] the
declarant’s statements, not the interrogation’s questions,
that the Confrontation Clause requires us to evaluate.

“[In Davis, the victim told the 911 operator], ‘[The
defendant’s] here jumpin’ on me again; He’s usin’ his
fists.’ The Court held that these statements were
nontestimonial: (1) the victim was speaking about events
as they were actually happening, rather than ‘describing past
events . . . hours after the events . . . had occurred; (2) the
victim was facing an ongoing emergency; (3) the nature of
what was asked and answered . . . was such that the
elicited statements were necessary to be able to resolve the
present emergency, rather than simply to learn what had
happened in the past; and (4) the victim’s frantic answers
were provided over the phone, in an environment that
was not tranquil, or even . . . safe . . . . The Court held that
the primary purpose of the interrogation in Davis was to
enable police assistance to meet an ongoing emergency,
and, thus, the elicited statements were non-testimonial.

“In Hammon, a companion case decided with
Davis, the police responded to a reported domestic
disturbance. When the police arrived, the victim was
sitting alone on the porch and the defendant was inside.
The victim told the police that the defendant had hit her
and thrown her. The Court held that because the primary,
if not indeed the sole, purpose of the interrogation was to

investigate a possible crime, the victim’s statements to the
police were testimonial. The Court explained that
Hammon was distinguishable from Davis because in
Hammon: (1) the interrogation was part of an investigation
into possibly criminal past conduct; (2) [t]here was no
emergency in progress; and (3) [w]hen the officer
questioned [the victim], . . . he was not seeking to
determine (as in Davis) ‘what is happening,’ but rather
‘what happened.’

“The prosecutor [in the present case] argues that
the primary purpose of the interrogation was to enable
police assistance to meet an ongoing emergency— to find
and apprehend a criminal before he injured somebody
else. This argument is unpersuasive because an ongoing
emergency in this sense would almost always exist while
the police are investigating alleged crimes. That is, to
adopt the prosecutor’s argument would effectively render
non-testimonial all statements made before the offender
was placed behind bars. This is clearly inconsistent with
the commands of the Supreme Court.

“Equally unpersuasive is the Court of Appeals
argument that the police were responding to an
emergency because someone at the gas station was shot
and laying on the ground. Once again, this type of
emergency almost always exists when the police respond
to a victim who has been seriously injured. That is, if we
were to adopt the Court of Appeals analysis, all statements
made while the police are questioning a seriously injured
complainant would be rendered non-testimonial, and this
is also clearly inconsistent with the commands of the
Supreme Court by confusing a medical emergency with
the emergency circumstances of an ongoing criminal
episode.”

EXCERPTS FROM THE DISSENT (By Justice
Corrigan): “[T]he majority considers the facts in
hindsight, rather than with an objective view of the
circumstances at the time the statements were made. The
United States Supreme Court’s opinion in Davis clearly
establishes that the statements must be viewed through an
objective assessment of the circumstances surrounding
them: ‘Statements are nontestimonial when made in the
course of police interrogation under circumstances
objectively indicating that the primary purpose of the
interrogation is to enable police assistance to meet an
ongoing emergency.’

“First, the majority assumes too much when it
concludes that there was no ongoing emergency because
the shooting necessarily occurred 30 minutes earlier.
Rather, it is more likely that experienced officers would
not take the victim’s time estimate so literally as to
summarily conclude that they, the victim, and the public
were out of danger. The officers themselves reported that
the victim was visibly in pain and having trouble talking.
Further, even at trial a precise time was never established;
indeed, the victim’s brother testified that he heard shots
between 3:00 and 3:30 a.m.

“[E]ven if we assume that the reported shooting
occurred a full 25 minutes earlier at 3:00 a.m., this time
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lapse certainly does not prohibit as a matter of law the
conclusion of the Court of Appeals that an emergency was
ongoing. Rather, the officers knew that an armed assailant
had been within six blocks of their location. They could
not be sure that the assailant would not harm others or
pursue the victim. One could reasonably conclude that
the assailant posed an immediate, continuing danger.
Therefore, even if we assume that about 30 minutes had
passed, this case does not become automatically
comparable to cases such as [the Supreme Court has
decided] where police questioned the declarant at the
police station ‘hours after’ the relevant events occurred.

“Contrary to the majority’s assertions, Davis does
not establish an artificial threshold after which all
questions are assumed to be for purposes of retrospective
investigation and all statements in response are presumed
testimonial. The semantic difference between what is
‘actually happening’ and what has already ‘happened’ is
not so simple when applied to the real world, where
context controls which legal labels most aptly apply. The
amount of time that has elapsed between the onset of an
emergency and statements about that emergency clearly
must be considered in context.”

COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
People v. Bryant

1. What was the victim doing the night of the incident?

2. Where was he found?

3. Who did the victim identify as the shooter in the case?

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution states: “In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall
enjoy the right…to be confronted with the witnesses against him…” A criminal defendant has the right to confront
and cross-examine the witnesses against him.

Hearsay testimony is not generally admissible in a criminal trial. One person cannot testify about what
another person said if the purpose of that testimony is to prove the truth of the statement. The defendant is denied
the right to confront the person making the original statement. Hearsay is a simple concept, but is one of the most
difficult for law students, lawyers and judges to understand. The confrontation clause exists so that criminal
defendants can challenge the reliability of allegations made against them. Hearsay is generally excluded from trials
because statements become less reliable the farther they are removed from the actual speaker. However, there are
exceptions to the hearsay rule.

There are a few traditional exceptions to the hearsay rule, including “excited utterance” and “dying
declaration.” The justification for the excited utterance exception is that someone who makes a startled, spontaneous
statement like “you shot me!,” “she hit my son!,” “he’s got a knife!,” is most likely not lying. The reasoning is that
people don’t make up falsehoods when they react to a surprise situation. The basis for the dying declaration exception
reflects death’s momentous impact. What person, aware that she is dying and leaving life’s joy and pain behind, would
waste her final words to tell a lie? This exception may also derive support from the sense that the speaker would have
been available as a witness, and would have liked to see justice done, had the person lived. That desire for a fair result
should not be denied for the ironic reason that the speaker was mortally wounded in the incident.

The prosecution considered both of these exceptions and settled upon arguing that the victim’s statements
were excluded from hearsay as excited utterances. The dissent felt they could also be rightly allowed into evidence as a
dying declaration. The majority looked only at the excited utterances exception and concluded that it did not apply
because of the lapse of time between the shooting and the statement to police. Although the wound was real and
painful, the chaos of the moment—its frantic excitement—for the victim had subsided. Do you agree with this
assessment?

We don’t know how serious the wounds were at the time the police talked to the victim. If the victim thought
he was going to die at the time, do you think his statement should have been admissible?

Would you be excited if you had been shot and had run to a gas station in search of help? Would you be likely
to tell the truth or lie about your condition? Would you be truthful concerning who had done this to you? Can you
think of any possible reason why a person might identify someone other than the real shooter? Do you believe that
this incentive to tell the truth, or lie, changes with the time between the incident and the words?

Does being shot create an emergency situation? Does the passage of time decrease—or increase—the nature of
that emergency?

Do you think that the victim’s statements should have been admissible? Do you think the jury should have
been allowed to weigh the reliability of the statements? Do you think Bryant was the shooter? What evidence in the
case indicates that Bryant was the shooter? If you were defending Bryant, what evidence would you stress to create
some ambiguity as to whether it was, in fact, Bryant who pulled the trigger? How did the victim’s description of Bryant
compare to the characteristics listed on his driver’s license?
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SUMMARY: Airport security violated the Fourth
Amendment by continuing to search an airline
passenger’s bag for evidence of ordinary criminal activity
after an initial search and x-ray scan ruled out the
presence of weapons or explosives. The United States
District Court for the Southern District of Ohio decided
United States v. Fofana on June 2, 2009.

BACKGROUND: In January 2009, Fode Fofana arrived
at Ohio’s Port Columbus International Airport for a
domestic flight on Delta Airlines. The Transportation
Securities Administration (TSA) has a list of guidelines for
making secondary screenings of selected passengers based
on various considerations. (The guidelines were not
revealed in the court’s opinion.) Fofana was selected for
secondary screening, which involves a more thorough
search of his clothing and belongings.

Fofana passed through the airport metal detector
without tripping it. Afterward, TSA Agent Gregory Mirow
checked Fofana with a magnetic wand and then patted
him down. The pat-down search revealed bulky items in
Fofana’s pockets. When Fofana removed them, Mirow
observed that they were wads of cash. The officers asked
Fofana to fan out the cash to ensure that nothing was
hidden among the bills. Once satisfied that it was only
cash, officers allowed him to put the money back in his
pocket.

An x-ray search of Fofana’s carry-on bag revealed
no weapons or explosives. A chemical test that uses a
swab to identify explosives also revealed no prohibited
items. TSA’s secondary screening procedure required that
the bag be emptied and its contents checked by hand.
During this search, TSA Agent Tarah Stroud found over a
dozen envelopes. She judged by touch that most of them
contained cash. There were three others that did not
contain cash but something flat that did not bend. Stroud
opened these envelopes and discovered that they
contained passports. The passports showed Fofana’s
photo but a different name.

Based on the conflicting pieces of identification,
the TSA agents contacted local law enforcement and
Fofana was arrested. He was charged with possessing false
or forged passports as well as attempted bank fraud. At
trial, Fofana filed a motion to suppress the passports,
arguing that they were discovered pursuant to an
unlawful search.

ANALYSIS: The Fourth Amendment generally prohibits
warrantless searches. Courts have made an exception for
administrative searches where the purpose is passenger
and airline safety, rather than pursuit of evidence of
general criminal activity. Fofana does not dispute that the
TSA agents had the right to search him and his bags for

explosives or weapons, items that threaten air travel
safety. Once the secondary search had failed to disclose
evidence of those items, however, the agents were
required to terminate their search. Opening the envelopes
and examining them, knowing from the x-ray screening
that they did not contain dangerous items, violated the
Fourth Amendment.

The TSA argued that evidence of a crime
discovered during the course of a lawful search is itself
lawfully found and may be used in a criminal
prosecution. Agents testified that it was their policy to
flag evidence of a false identity, as well as weapons or
explosives, because of the safety risk persons traveling
under false names might pose. Although Stroud could
identify from touch the stacks of bills, she was unable to
recognize passports through their sealed envelopes.
Because it was her duty to identify anything potentially
harmful that a passenger might be carrying, she was
authorized to open the passport envelopes to learn what
was inside. Once she did so and observed that they were
pieces of identification, she was further authorized by TSA
policy to inspect them to ensure they were not fake IDs.
The IDs were fake. Thus, according to the TSA, they
constituted evidence of a crime discovered pursuant to a
lawful search.

The judge agreed with Fofana. The government is
not allowed to use airports as a “constitution-free” zone
to fish for evidence of any crime without the
inconvenience of obtaining a warrant. The TSA searched
Fofana with the normal walk-thru metal detector. They
then searched him at a secondary level with a wand and a
pat-down search. They also x-rayed his bag and then
swabbed it to test for explosives via chemical means.
Finally, they dumped out his belongings and sorted
through them to see if anything not detected through the
other search methods could be an explosive or weapon.
Nothing appeared dangerous. Stroud conceded that she
did not believe there was anything dangerous in the
sealed envelopes. She opened the envelops anyway. She
then opened the passports and checked them to see if
Fofana was misrepresenting his identity. That general law
enforcement objective was beyond the permissible scope
of the airport administrative search process.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By
Judge Marbley): “Warrantless and suspicionless airport
screening searches are administrative searches and,
therefore, exempt from the warrant requirement and
constitutionally permissible if they are reasonable. This is
so because they are conducted as part of a general
regulatory scheme to prevent passengers from carrying
weapons or explosives onto airplanes rather than as part
of a criminal investigation to obtain evidence of criminal
activity.

Airport Search Went Too Far



“To determine the reasonableness of an
administrative airport search, the Court must balance an
individual’s right to be free of intrusion with ‘society’s
interest in safe air travel.’ Therefore, an airport security
search is reasonable if: (1) the search is ‘no more
extensive or intensive than necessary, in light of current
technology, to detect the presence of weapons or
explosives;’ (2) the search ‘is confined in good faith to
that purpose;’ and (3) a potential passenger may avoid
the search by choosing not to fly. The mere fact that
contraband other than weapons or explosives is found
during an airport screening search, however, does not
itself render the search unconstitutional.

“The case law dealing with airport checkpoint
searches teaches that a checkpoint search tainted by
‘general law enforcement objectives’ such as uncovering
contraband evidencing general criminal activity is
improper. That conclusion is further supported by the
Supreme Court’s repeated instruction that administrative
searches may not be justified by a desire to detect
‘evidence of ordinary criminal wrongdoing.’ Therefore, to
the extent that airport administrative searches are used
for purposes other than screening luggage and passengers
for weapons or explosives, they fall outside the rationale
by which they have been approved as an exception to the
warrant requirement, and the evidence obtained during
such a search should be excluded.

“[T]he evidence in this case shows that the extent
of the search went beyond the permissible purpose of
detecting weapons and explosives and was instead
motivated by a desire to uncover contraband evidencing
ordinary criminal wrongdoing. From their testimony at
the suppression hearing it appeared that both Mirow and
Stroud considered Fofana to be suspicious based on the
fact that he was carrying a large amount of cash, but that
the ‘suspicion’ was not based on a concern that he was a
security risk. Instead, they were concerned that he must
have possessed the cash for illegal or fraudulent purposes.
. . . Mirow and Stroud testified that the TSA had a policy
of directing its agents to report large quantities of cash to
other law enforcement agencies. Mirow also testified that
. . . he would inquire about a passenger’s destination if he
saw that the passenger was carrying a large amount of
cash, presumably to aid customs officials in detaining
passengers when they are reported as potential customs
law violators.

“The Government argues that Stroud’s subjective
intent is irrelevant because, in the context of
administrative searches, the purpose driving the search is
assessed at the programmatic level. But, the Government
failed to establish through evidence that opening the
envelopes containing the passports was necessary to serve
the programmatic purpose of an airport screening search,
i.e., to unearth weapons or explosives. As already
explained, the bulk of the evidence presented suggests

that it was not. While it is conceivable that, as the
Government argues, an envelope containing a passport-
sized item might need to be opened, despite the use of
other screening technologies, to detect a small prohibited
item hidden inside, the Government has not supported
that argument with evidence. For example, the TSA did
not present, or submit for in camera review, SOPs or other
regulations stating that all items, including non-bulky
business-sized envelopes, must be opened as part of a
secondary screening to ensure that there are no
prohibited items are contained within. It is equally
conceivable to the Court that a combination of x-ray
screening and external manipulation would be sufficient
to exclude the presence of weapons or explosives in the
envelopes Fofana was carrying. In fact, Stroud testified to
that effect.

“Quite simply the Government failed to produce
evidence from which this Court could conclude that the
search of Fofana’s luggage was ‘no more extensive or
intensive than necessary, in light of current technology,
to detect the presence of weapons or explosives;’ or that
the search was ‘confined in good faith to that purpose.’
As the Government bears the burden of establishing that
a search was constitutional, that failure is outcome
determinative and the Court must grant Fofana’s Motion
to Suppress.”
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
United States v. Fofana

1. Why was Fode Fofana subjected to a secondary screening?

2. Did anything about him seem suspicious during that process?

3. What were the security officers looking for when they opened the envelopes Fofana was carrying?

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution states: “The right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.”

The rights set forth in the Bill of Rights and the Fourth Amendment protect individuals from overreaching
by the government. From a perspective favoring safe streets and airways and reduced crime, anything that limits law
enforcement’s ability to prosecute crimes once evidence of illegal activity has been found may seem
counterproductive to society. However, to maintain an acceptable balance between law enforcement goals and
personal liberty, government must play by the Constitution’s rules. How does the Fourth Amendment come into
play when you are talking about the everyday occurrence of airport searches in a post- 9/11 world?

Airport searches are probably the most common Fourth Amendment encounter between Americans and law
enforcement agents. Airport searches are important and necessary to ensure the safety of flights and keep illegal
weapons and explosives off planes. The legality of airport searches has been upheld many times by the courts.
However, the scope of these searches is not without limits. They are limited by their justification: screening for
explosives, weapons and potential terrorists.

The court ruled in this case that opening the envelopes and discovering the passports went beyond the
scope of a permissible search. Allowing TSA screeners to conduct a general purpose law enforcement search in this
case violated the Constitution. Do you agree with this holding? Do you think that the extended search in this case
made airline travel safer?

Do you think there is anything inherently suspicious about traveling with a large amount of cash?
What is a large amount of cash? Should carrying “wads” of cash on an airline justify an extended search? Is it
dangerous for airline travel for passengers to carry a lot of cash? What about searching for illegal drugs? Should TSA
officials be allowed to search for drugs on domestic flights?

TSA officials have the authority to open your suitcase. Should they have the ability to open your laptop
computer to search its contents? Is your laptop like a suitcase that can be opened or should it have more
protection?

After 9/11, should we just do away with the Fourth Amendment at airports and let authorities search
anyone they want to as much as they want to? If your answer is yes, should we allow them to search for illegal
activity of any sort, even if it poses no obvious risk to others? What limits would you put on airport searches?


